• Scissors -two pairs per group of students • Glue -one bottle or stick per group of students • Copies of worksheet with terms -one copy per group of students • Scotch or masking tape -two long pieces of tape per group of students • Copies of "The Movement of Water" worksheet -one copy per student • Large poster or mural paper or chalkboard • Crayons and markers or chalk Anticipatory Set:
• Ask students to identify and describe examples of when they have seen water move or water change form. (Examples include rain and snow, freezing water into ice, making steam, waves at a shoreline, water coming from a pipe or faucet, etc.).
• Explain that diagrams of the water cycle often depict water movement in a circular pattern. Ask them: "Does water movement in the natural environment seem to occur in a circular pattern? If it doesn't, describe how you think it takes place." Document their responses on the chalkboard or on flipchart paper and encourage them to draw diagrams as a means of communicating their ideas. Explain that the purpose of this activity is to further investigate how water moves in the natural world.
Guided and Independent Practice:
• Write the terms below on the chalkboard. Ask students their meanings and clarify the definitions of any terms they are not familiar with. Table  Groundwater River Well
• Using this list, ask students to identify the four terms that depict how water moves as it changes form (condensation, evaporation, transpiration and precipitation). Next, have them identify the two terms that depict how water physically moves through or on other surfaces (infiltration and runoff). Finally, have them identify the twelve types of places where water is typically found (bedrock, cloud, estuary, groundwater, lake, land, ocean, river, soil/sand, stream, water table and well).
• Divide the class into small groups and have them sit on the floor in circles or around large tables. Give each group scissors, one worksheet with terms, one pencil (with eraser), glue and one piece of flipchart paper. Ask members of each group to cut up the terms and make one stack of paper "cards".
• Have them separate the stack of water term cards into three piles -"places where water is found" (twelve cards), "water changes form and moves" (four cards) and "water physically moves" (two cards).
• Explain that each group must create a diagram on their paper that shows how water can move, either physically or by changing form, between the nine places where water can be found. Each card can be used only once and they should try and use all of the cards. Extra water movement cards are provided on the worksheet in case they are needed. Encourage group members to work together to discuss the placement of each card -the pencil can be used to draw light lines or arrows (that can be erased!) by connecting cards together.
• When the task is completed groups should use their glue to adhere the cards to paper and a final set of pencil lines should be drawn to provide final connections. One example of a correct diagram is shown below -there are many ways to accomplish this task. Ask a representative from each group to explain their diagram to the class.
Closure:
• Revisit the students' original ideas about how water moves and if its movements are in a circular pattern -have them discuss if and how their ideas have changed.
• Have students identify ways that people alter and/or effect the natural movement of water. Examples could include dams, reservoirs, sewers and stormwater pipes, irrigation, lawn sprinkling and swimming pools. Removal of water from lakes, rivers and groundwater supplies for drinking water should also be discussed, as well as how peoples' used water is returned to the water cycle through wastewater treatment facilities and septic systems.
• Give each student one copy of the "The Movement of Water" worksheet and a pencil.
Have them fill in the blank lines on the worksheet with the appropriate terms. The correct answers are as follows:
1) Evaporation 9) Well 2) Condensation 10) Water 
